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Finite element AnAlysis on structurAl BehAviour oF Geopolymer reinForced concrete BeAm  
usinG Johnson-cook dAmAGe in ABAQus 

this paper details a finite element analysis of the behaviour of si-Al geopolymer concrete beam reinforced steel bar under 
an impulsive load and hyper velocity speed up to 1 km/s created by an air blast explosion. the initial torsion stiffness and ultimate 
torsion strength of the beam increased with increasing compressive strength and decreasing stirrup ratio. the study involves build-
ing a finite element model to detail the stress distribution and compute the level of damage, displacement, and cracks develop-
ment on the geopolymer concrete reinforcement beam. this was done in ABAQus, where a computational model of the finite 
element was used to determine the elasticity, plasticity, concrete tension damages, concrete damage plasticity, and the viability 
of the Johnson-Cook damage method on the si-Al geopolymer concrete. the results from the numerical simulation show that an 
increase in the load magnitude at the midspan of the beam leads to a percentage increase in the ultimate damage of the reinforced 
geopolymer beams failing in shear plastic deformation. the correlation between the numerical and experimental blasting results 
confirmed that the damage pattern accurately predicts the response of the steel reinforcement si-Al geopolymer concrete beams, 
concluded that decreasing the scaled distance from 0.298 kg/m3 to 0.149 kg/m3 increased the deformation percentage.
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1. introduction

geopolymers was introduced by davidovits (1978) as a 
replacement binder to ordinary Portland cement (oPC). the 
use of conventional cement involves a higher amount of emis-
sion of greenhouse gases (Co2) when manufacturing oPC, 
and geopolymer technology has the potential of reducing Co2 
emissions [1-2]. geopolymers can be made from materials with 
high percentages of alumina (Al2o3) and silica (sio2), such as 
fly ash, kaolin, rice husk ash, slag, metakaolin, and bottom ash. 
the raw materials are mixed with an alkali activator such as 
sodium hydroxide to obtain a geopolymer gel [3-6]. the gel is 
known as a non-cementitious binder, as it binds the coarse and 
fine aggregates and other additive materials in the mixture to 
form a geopolymer concrete [7]. geopolymers have excellent 
mechanical properties, high early strength, high energy absorp-
tion capacity, low shrinkage and creep, and excellent thermal 
resistance [8-10].

the advantages of geopolymers relative to its conven-
tional counterpart are that it enhances the strength of protective 
structures and durability of buildings under extreme loads when 
incorporated into these structures. Attempts to use geopolymers 
as a high-performance concrete have been analysed via steel bar 
reinforced with si-Al geopolymer concrete beams. there is a lack 
of research on the behaviour of geopolymer concrete vis-à-vis 
high impact explosion pressure and studies on the impact of 
explosions on beams mainly focussed on the arrangement rein-
forcement or the addition of fibre reinforcement only occurring 
in the oPC concrete. Concrete blast testing was investigated to 
determine the strength and durability of concrete as protection 
barriers and bomb proofing materials [11]. Previous studies also 
reported experiments involving high explosion tests, where the 
standoff distances were gradually decreased in their quest to 
quantify the concretes’ capacity for absorbing energy and its 
corresponding shear strength [12]. the explosion phenomenon 
of the oPC was discovered via a range of tests encompassing 
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dynamic bending, and shear and indirect stress post-explosive 
detonations executed at different damage levels [13].

Blast field experiments involving explosives are not re-
peatable due to prevalent experimental risks in dealing with 
explosives. Numerical modelling, on the other hand, allows 
researchers to investigate multiple design parameters at a signifi-
cantly lower cost (and risks). finite element models can be used 
to describe the shear failure mechanism of reinforced concrete 
beams to a level that is similar to a real test [15]. the results that 
can be obtained from software simulation include the expected 
stirrup yielding, beam cracking, and the stress distribution of 
compressive and tensile stresses of the reinforced steel bars 
concrete beam [16]. the finite volume, finite difference, finite 
element property, and mesh methods can be used to elucidate 
the damage mechanisms and for the development of other finite 
analyses models [17,18]. 

there is a lack of studies involving the performance of 
geopolymer reinforcement concrete structures under explosion 
loading using ABAQus. thus, the development of a finite ele-
ment model (feM) using Johnson Cook damage for simulating 
damages after high impact loading using the damaged plasticity 
model is useful for many materials. it is essential to arrest crack 
initiation to prevent concrete structures from being further dam-
aged, especially in the case of construction structures. this paper 
analyses the geopolymer concrete beams by mainly focussing 
on the different loadings caused by explosions by comparing the 
damages in the Johnson-Cook damage model in the ABAQus 
software. 

2. Blasting exposure experiment 

A blast event was executed to examine the response of the 
concrete panels towards the air blast explosion, and its configura-
tion is shown in fig. 1. the gCrB beam measures 100 mm in 
height, 100 mm in width, and 1100 mm in length, and has simple 
support at each end. the compression concrete tests reported 
a strength of 80 MPa for the geopolymer concrete. An explosive 
expert from the Malaysian Military explosive unit executed 

the test at an undisclosed military facility, as per the tM5-1300 
(1990). A cylindrical emulex explosive charge (0.30 kg) was 
hung over the midspan test specimens with vertical standoff 
distance, as shown in tABle 1.

tABle 1

Parameter for air blasting

specimen
mass of  

explosive
(kg)

Standoff  
distance

(mm)

scaled  
distance
(kg/m3)

gCrB 1 0.3 200 0.298
gCrB 2 0.3 150 0.224
gCrB 3 0.3 100 0.149

3. Finite element model

3.1. material property model 

the geopolymer beam model was developed using 
ABAQus to simulate damage levels at various loadings on 
a (similar) beam. three reinforcing beam patterns; gCrB 1, 
gCrB 2, and gCrB 3, were investigated using explicit analysis. 
the beam is efficient for solving simulated crashes or impacts 
on nonlinear materials and large deformations. Both the geo-
metric and material properties were inputted into the numerical 
simulations, and the stress-strain relationships for the steel bar, 
stirrup, and concrete beam was assumed to be perfectly plastic 
and elastic. the perfectly plastic-elastic data define the true yield 
stress of the material as a function of true plastic-elastic strain. 
the first piece of data given defines the initial yield stress of 
the material and, therefore, should have a plastic strain value 
of zero. Perfectly plastic-elastic material cause the stress and 
strain increases up till the yield points then the stress become 
constant while the strain increase. in the case of the concrete, 
concrete in the damaged plasticity model is suitable for repre-
senting the complete inelastic behaviour of concrete with tension 
and compression, which makes it viable for damage simulation 
[19-21]. the effective tensile and compressive cohesion stresses 
can be determined using the following eq. 1 and eq. 2 [22]. 
the correlation of tensile and compressive stress-strain curve 
is characterized by two damage variables that is dt and dc.this 
values can be from zero which is represents the undamaged ma-
terials where one represents total loss of strength. E0 is the initial 
elastic stiffness of the material and ε'c

pl, ε' t
pl, εc, εt are compressive 

plastic strain, tensile plastic strain, compressive inelastic strain 
and tensile inelastic strain respectively.
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tABle 2 shows the material parameter for the reinforced 
steel bar used in the geopolymer steel bar reinforced concrete.fig. 1. Blast field experiment set up
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tABle 2

Parameter for reinforcement steel bar

parameter

Poison ratio 0.34
tensile strength 420 N/mm2

Yield strength 350 N/mm2

thermal conductivity 51.9 W/(m.k)
Melting temperature 1058°C

elastic modulus 20500 N/mm2

shear Modulus 81800 N/mm2

density 7830 kg/m3

strain rate 0.014

3.2. the meshing of concrete and reinforcement 

A 10×10 mesh size of eight-node linear brick elements 
was generated in ABAQus in the beam analysis. the linear 
hexagonal element dilation on the mesh has been implemented 
due to the excellent agreement between the results of the study, 
and the experimental data indicated that the mesh is acceptable 
for generating accurate total response parameters. the same 
meshes were used without considering the sensitivity of the 
results to mesh refinement. the type of C3 d8r elements was 
performed via integration reduction. six integration points were 
used throughout the 100 mm thickness of the beam matrix to 
establish the development of plasticity damage and to ensure 
that failure is modelled sufficiently. the reduced integration will 
result in a different stiffness matrix that will be rank-deficient 
due to the number of rigid-body modes of the hourglass modes. 
the cross-section area is modelled using layers of the uniaxial 
reinforcement steel bar. the boundary conditions of symmetry 
were imposed on the four edges of the mesh and in the transverse 
direction.

3.3. Boundary condition and loading of geopolymer 
concrete beam

the process of developing the feM in the geopolymer 
beam was divided into two distinct steps. first, the geopolymer 

concrete beam and reinforcing bars were created as separate 
parts in the graphical interface of the program. At the two ends 
of the beam, pins were set to signify its fixed positions. the 
blasting model, known as the eulerian body, included the con-
crete, reinforcement, blast area, and explosive. the Blast area 
was declared as air, and combined with two different materials 
between ideal gas and explosives. the detonation point was set 
up at the middle of the beam and the center part of the explosive. 

two models were assembled for the heat transfer analysis as 
part of the sequential analysis process, and the second for stress 
analysis taking into account the thermal effects. the configura-
tion of the model was identical for the heat transfer, specific 
heat, viscosity, density, and the structural analysis stages. the 
number of elements and mesh configuration for the concrete and 
reinforcement assemblies must remain constant; otherwise, the 
data on nodal temperatures cannot be transferred accurately from 
the heat transfer analysis into stress analysis. the second step 
involves the determination of the thermo-mechanical properties 
for both assemblies. At this point, the model of heat transfer 
began distinguishing itself from the model of stress analysis in 
terms of element forms, boundary conditions, and blast loading

4. results and discussion

4.1. stress distribution and cracks development

the experimental and numerical results show where the 
parametric study of gCrB 1, gCrB 2, and gCrB 3 represent 
the effect of loads at the distributed stress, damage at midspan 
and cracking and scabbing, as well as strain rate effect in tension, 
respectively. in this approach, the problem mainly influenced by 
the two main failure mechanisms in concrete is the compressive 
stress crushing and tensile strain cracking. loading styles and 
conditions primarily affect the crack pattern for any reinforced 
concrete structure. generally, higher scaled distance causes 
the beam to be perfectly elastic, allowing it to sustain internal 
cracking and high rate dependant continuum damage as shown 
in fig. 2. the cracks formed because of the structural failure 
known as shear failure due to shear force. 

fig. 2. deformation of gCrB 1 after blasting on experimental and simulation
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shear failure develops more quickly at the edge middle of 
beam part because compressive strength at the top is lower and 
not strong to resist the distributed load. As the load increases, 
the micro cracks grow and meeting up into larger cracks and 
finally form the fracture zone. Coarse aggregate may prevent the 
crack growth which producing branching and meandering of the 
cracks. early cracking initiation and propagation normally occur 
at the top mid height area and exfoliation occurs at the side cover 
concrete. the minor shear cracks are attributed to impact and 
reflective waves and the resulting peak of pressures, as well as 
the high strain rates experienced during blast test.

the distribution of many micro-cracks will lead to the first 
noticeable surface crack and concrete scabbing on gCrB 2 
in fig. 3. At each level of damage, the crack changes, and the 
strain rate deformation and concrete spallation of these beams 
had been visually investigated. it can be assumed that gCrB 3 
is spalling out experimentally and the element is eroded in the 
numerical simulation because the two-point loads were flexural 
cracks and compressive damage on the bottom and top of the 
beam, respectively. the damage variable of the three beams 
is different, depending on the scaled distance for each parameter  
set up. 

A detailed investigation is observed in concrete structures 
of gCrB 2, and obviously, failure occurred in the compressive 
and tension regions on gCrB 3 as shown in fig. 4. the red 

colour on the beam stimulated that the higher concentration of 
energy is transferred after the detonation. By using the Johnson 
Cook model, the spallation of the concrete can be shown. in this 
case, the material’s maximum capacity or strength is reached at 
the centre of the beam due to the shock focusing and high blast 
energy concentration. the number of pressure hits at the crack 
position point is higher than that of the two ends of the beam and 
is attributable to the increased stiffness of the beam. Apart from 
that, the beam’s cross-sectional area’s relatively high-pressure 
capacity can be attributed to the increasing damage level up to 
the ultimate failure. the majority of the cross-section ruptured 
at the midspan. the stimulated damage area and all forms of 
cracking are significant for understanding and regulating the dif-
ferent effects of exposure and long-term performance due to the 
impulsive loading and blast pressure.

Comparisons of the numerical and experimental results 
confirmed the excellent performance of the present model in 
predicting the effect of blast exposure. A computational analy-
sis was performed to elucidate the dynamic behaviour of stress 
distribution from explosive detonation and structure failure 
phenomenon under the blast load on si-Al geopolymer concrete. 
in the blasting phenomenon, the damage mode of beam is as-
sumed from overall bending fracture to spallation damage and 
severe exfoliation with the increase of scaled distance. through 
experimental study, the blast resistant performance and the 

fig. 3. deformation of gCrB 2 after blasting on experimental and simulation

fig. 4. deformation of gCrB 3 after blasting on experimental and simulation
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damage morphological feature and failure modes of reinforced 
concrete beam were analysed in details. 

the feM was first tested by simulating an earlier ex-
perimental blasting test. following this, further parametric tests 
determining the effects of weights and positions of explosive 
charges, distances, concrete properties, types of initial cracks, 
cause of compressive and tensile failure, and longitudinal rein-
forcement ratios on the concrete beam’s dynamic actions under 
air blast testing can be done via ABAQus without needing to 
prepare samples to be tested at the blast sites.

4.2. Analysis of blast energy towards the beam 

the response of the deformed model at the midspan is 
described using the total energy load of the system and drift re-
sponse, as shown in fig. 5. the simulation results and subsequent 
discussion focused on the energy used to control the hourglass 
deformation formed from the explosion that transformed the si-
Al geopolymer beams. the relationship of both the internal and 
kinetic energy reflects the vibrations towards beams tested under 
gravity, and without a confined space, the blasting load was in 
the air. the energy quantity in the beam model showed pinch-
ing, denoting the loss of strength and rigidity, and consequently 
low capacity for energy dissipation. since the si-Al geopolymer 
concrete was assigned as linear elastic, its total energy was 
conserved via the matrix. energy output can provide valuable 

insight into model behaviour and artificial energy generated 
by internal hourglass forces. large relative displacements on a 
contact interface within a time increment can lead to significant 
energy contributions.

fig. 6 shows the energy load at the artificial strain energy 
on the specimen. throughout the analysis, the response of the 
sample appears stiffer relative to the experimental response due 
to the possible changes as the refinement in the material model 
increases. By comparison, the hysteretic loops obtained, includ-
ing the materials’ rate dependency and damping from the analysis 
decreased the pinching effect when the Johnson-Cook plasticity 
damage analysis was performed in ABAQus. 

this can be identified by plotting the total energy of 
 AlldMd and AllAe of the entire model. the assumption 
of perfect interactions between the concrete and reinforcement 
created problems in the hysteretic simulations in ABAQus. 
the blast energy resulted the highest at 0.149 scaled distance 
in gCrB 3 that initiated at 0.35×106 N at 1 sec. through the 
damage levels and damage modes of reinforced concrete beam 
under air blast explosion, the percentage difference was obtained 
by the experiment and simulation in range 7% to 20%.

5. conclusions

this paper analysed the effects of dynamic loading on ge-
opolymer concrete from the explosive blasting phenomenon by 

fig. 5. Blast energy at the midspan 

fig. 6. Artificial strain energy on the beam
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varying the scaled distance during the experiments and numeri-
cal studies. the structural behaviour of new concrete material 
from waste products was investigated by analysing the cracks’ 
development, displacement, and stress distribution at each level 
of damage.

the compressive and tensile mode damages and failures due 
to the explosion of si-Al geopolymer concrete were validated 
experimentally and numerically. it was found that decreasing the 
scaled distance from 0.298 kg/m3 to 0.149 kg/m3 of the capacity 
of the reinforced beam at the time of strengthening affected the 
stress distribution capacity. Although the geopolymer concrete 
is a viable replacement for the oPC, there is limited research 
that investigates its resistance towards blast loading. thus, the 
following conclusions were made based on the analyses of 
the structural behaviour of the geopolymer concrete:
1. visual observation showed that the failure occurred in the 

majority of compressive and tensile cracks for the beams at 
lower-scaled distances, particularly at the top and bottom 
of the middle beam, which was near the explosive energy 
source. 

2. Analysing the structural behaviour at each scaled distance 
can help determine the damage levels and crack mode types, 
alongside the presence (if any) of a relationship between 
flexural and shear damages.

3. the Johnson-Cook plasticity model is useful in simulating 
the damage blast effect on geopolymer materials.
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